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Abstract
The skeleton of a spherical polyhedron may also be viewed as the skeleton of other panelled
structures. We characterize those collections of cycles of a planar graph that bound the panels
of hinged-panel structures, and distinguish those that arise from spherical polyhedra.

1. Introduction

and definition

The flat faces, or panels,

of a spherical

polyhedron

have polygonal

boundaries

and

share edges. Each shared edge hinges together the panels containing the edge. Indeed,
spherical polyhedra belong to a larger class of common hinged-panel
structures, all
of which are embedded in Euclidean space. Examples include the closed panel-chains
of mechanical engineering [7], triangular antiprisms [ 111, developments of polyhedra,
planar line drawings
articulated

of polyhedra

panel structures

[lo] and 3-connected

[5], polyhedra1 surfaces

Fig. 1 shows a hinged-pane1

line drawings

[2-41,

of polyhedra

[S],

and calottes [l].

structure with five panels, these having been shaded. Ev-

idently, the skeleton of this hinged-panelled
structure is also the skeleton of a spherical
polyhedron. Consequently,
ambiguities arise when interpreting the drawings of skeletons of hinged-panelled
structures and, in particular, determining which cycles of such
drawings form the boundaries of panels.
We note that in all the hinged-panel structures referred to above
(i ) at most two panels share any edge,
(ii) two panels have at most one common edge hinging them together,
(iii) panels sharing a vertex are held together by a sequence or cycle:
. . . . panel, hinge, panel, .
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with the same skeleton as a spherical

polyhedron.

As a consequence, in physical models of these structures, the panels are held securely
together where they touch, but two panels are able to move relative to one another
when the overall structure is designed with this in mind.
In order
a panelling
of G, such
(PI) Every

to investigate the allowable interpretations of a drawing, we are led to define
l7(G) of a planar graph G as a set 17 of panels, each of which is a cycle
that:
edge of G belongs to either one or two panels.

(P2) If two panels meet, their intersection is a path.
(P3) For every vertex v of G, there is a linear order on the set of edges meeting
that every two consecutive edges belong to a common panel.
It is well known [6] that the skeleton of any spherical polyhedron

v so

has a planar em-

bedding as a simple 3-connected plane graph. In Section 3, Theorems 3.8 and 3.10
distinguish those panellings of simple 3-connected planar graphs that arise from spherical polyhedra. We note that the linear order in (P3) need not be unique; Lemma 3.5
describes

how all such orders are related.

In Section 4, Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5 constructively
give all panellings of planar
graphs from the panellings of simple 3-connected planar graphs. The examples noted
above may suggest that condition (P2) is too weak. We remark that it will be shown
in Lemma 3.1 that, in every panelling of a simple 3-connected planar graph, if two
panels meet, their intersection is either a single vertex or a single edge.
If Ii’(G) is a panelling of G, we shall say that G is panelled by II. An edge that is
in two panels is a hinge; an edge that is in just one panel is a border. Evidently, G is
panelled by n if and only if the graph obtained from G by deleting all isolated vertices
is panelled by 17. Hence, we lose no generality by restricting attention throughout this
paper to graphs with no isolated vertices. We shall call a linear ordering of all of the
edges at a vertex panel-induced if every two consecutive edges in the ordering belong
to a common panel.
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(a)

0)

Fig. 2. Two panellings

The graph
is a minimal
faces. As is
graph G, the

III

that contain

not only

faces.

terminology used here follows Oxley [9]. In particular, a horzd in a graph
edge cut. A plane graph H divides the Euclidean plane into regions, or
well known, in every planar embedding of a simple 3-connected planar
set of cycles bounding faces is the same. We call these cycles the ,fixm

of G. Evidently,
this the Steinit:
other panellings

if Il is this set of cycles of G, then U(G) is a panelling of G. We call
punelling of G. As we see by the examples in Fig. 2, there may be
of G. In (a), the four 4-cycles, 1. 2, 3, 4 and the cycle bounding the

union of the four faces 3, 4, 5, and 6 constitute the panels of a panelling. This example
arises from the hinged-panel
structure drawn in Fig. I. In (b), there is a panelling
consisting of the nine numbered faces and the four concentric circles. Clearly, this
example can be enlarged by increasing
still even, number of radial segments.

the number

of circles or using a different. but

2. Panel graphs
In this section, we introduce a useful tool for examining panellings. Let H(G) be
a panelling of a planar graph G. The panel yruph r(n)
of this panelling has as its
vertices the panels of n(G), with two such vertices being joined by an edge labelled
by e if and only if the corresponding
panels share the edge e of G. Evidently, r(n)
depends

only on III(G) and not on any fixed embedding

Lemma 2.1. Let n(G)

be u purzelliny

LI,~~ICPof' G, then thr punel graph r(n)

of G.

of u phnr

yruph G. [f‘eoery panel of’ Il hourzti~s
is u subyruph of’ tlze geometric duul G* of’ G.

Proof. From G”, delete those vertices that do not correspond to panels. Then, in the
resulting graph r, the vertices correspond to panels, and two vertices are joined by an
edge e if and only if the corresponding panels share the edge e. Thus, r is the panel
graph of U(G).
The following

0
lemma

is

a straightforward

consequence

of (P3).

Lemma 2.2. Let 2: be a certex of a panelled plunur graph G, und PI, P2, . . 6, hr the
panels that contuin v. Then the subgruph of the punel gruph induced by the crrticrs
Pl, Pl, . . , P, is either u path or a cyclr.
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Let C be a cycle of a plane graph G. Then every edge of E(G)-C
interior

or the exterior

respectively.
(C, G)-interior

Edges

of C. We call such edges (C, G)-interior

e and f

in E(G)

lies either in the

and (C, G)-exterior,

- C are on the same side of C if both are

or both are (C, G)-exterior.

Lemma 2.3. Let a, b, c, and d be distinct
planar graph G. Suppose

edges all meeting

a vertex

v of a panelled

that a and b belong to a panel P, and c and d belong to a

panel P’. Then, in every planar embedding
side of P.

of G, the edges c and d are on the same

Proof. If c and d are not on the same side of P, then P and P’ must have another common vertex in addition to v. Therefore, P and P’ do not meet in a path, a contradiction
to (P2).

0

The next result follows without

difficulty

from the last lemma.

Corollary 2.4. Let v be a vertex of a panelledplanar graph G. Let el, e2,. . . ,x,y,. . . ,e,,
be a panel-induced ordering of the edges meeting v where the panel containing x and
y is P. Then, in any planar embedding of G, all the edges listed before x are on the
same side of P, and all the edges listed after y are on the same side of P.
For a cycle C of a plane graph G, let Gtc,,, and G~c,E) be the subgraphs of G
induced, respectively, by those vertices interior to or on C, and those vertices exterior
to or on C. By Lemma 2.3, if C is a panel in a panelling of G, then, for all panels
other than C, either all non-C-edges on the panel are (C, G)-interior, or all such edges
are (C, G)-exterior. Hence, we may classify the panels other than C, as well as the
corresponding vertices in the panel graph, as (C, G)-interior or (C, G)-exterior.
The following theorem sheds light on the nature of panel graphs.
Theorem 2.5. Every panelling
The proof of this theorem

of a planar graph has a planar panel graph.
will use the following

lemma.

Lemma 2.6. Let II(G) be a panelling of a plane graph G having a panel P that does
not bound a face of G. Let Ill be P together with all (P, G)-interior panels, and let
I& be P together with all (P, G)-exterior panels. Then Lll and & panel Gcp,l) and
G~P,E), respectively. Moreover,
(i) no edge of P is a hinge in both II, and &, and
(ii) if every edge of P is a hinge in III or II,, then there are at least three panels
in (I& U Ill,) - {P} that share edges with P.
Proof. The fact that Q and D,, are panellings
Corollary 2.4. Moreover, (i) follows immediately

is a straightforward
from (Pl). Finally,

consequence of
if (ii) fails, then

J. Oxley, D. Rowl Discrete Applied Mathematics 81 il998)
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(IT, U l7,~) - {P} has exactly two panels, say Pr and PI, that share edges with P. Since
every edge of P is a hinge in ll~ or ll,,
P2. Thus, the intersection
contradiction

every edge of P is in exactly one of PI and

of PI and P2 is a set of at least two isolated

to (P2) completes

the proof that (ii) holds.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let III(G) be a panelling

vertices.

This

cl

of a plane graph G. We argue by

induction on IE(G)I that r(n)
is planar. By Lemma 2.1, if every panel of G bounds
a face, then f(n)
is planar. On the other hand, if I7 has a panel P that does not
bound a face, then, by Lemma 2.6, Ill and & panel G~,J.,, and G(~,E-), respectively.
By the induction assumption, each of r( I7,) and r( n,) is planar. On identifying the
vertices
planar.

of r( I7,) and r(&)
il

3. Panelling

that correspond

simple 3-connected

to P, we obtain

f(n).

Hence, r(n)

is

planar graphs

In this section, we prove several characterizations
of those panellings of simple
3-connected planar graphs in which all panels are faces. As foreshadowed, we establish
that the second defining property (P2) simplifies for panellings of simple 3-connected
planar graphs.
Lemma 3.1. Let l7(G)

be a panel&q

of u simple

t\vo punels meet, they do so in a single certex
Proof.

Suppose

to the contrary

that edges a and b containing

in panels Pi and P2 of Il. Since G is 3-connected,
containing r, and so (P3) fails at c. 17
We continue
is omitted.

3-connected

with a straightforward

pkmur

(~rup/?

G. I_/’

or a single edcge.

consequence

a vertex

1’ are each

there is at least one more edge

of Lemma 2.2, the proof of which

Lemma 3.2. Let G be u panelled plunar graph and H be a connected subgruph of’ G.
Then the subgruph oj’ the panel graph induced bl$ those panels thut contain u rrrte.y
of’ H is ulso connected.
The next theorem

shows how to determine

a face. The proof will use the following

from the panel graph whether a panel is

lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let P be (I panel in a punelling Il oj’ u plunur gruph G. If’ G bus un
embedding G’ in tvhich P is not a face, then the vertex of’ r( ll) correspondimg to P
is a cut-1’erte.y qj’ the panel graph r( l7).
Proof. Every edge of II(G) corresponds
is either interior or exterior to P. Hence,

to an edge of G’. In G’, every non-P-edge
Z7(G) has no edge joining a (P, G/)-interior

114
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Fig. 3. A face that yields a cut-vertex

of the panel graph.

vertex to a (P, G’)-exterior vertex. Since P is not a face of G’, both types of vertices
exist. Thus, the vertex of the panel graph corresponding to P is a cut-vertex.
0
Theorem 3.4. Let II(G) be u panelling of u simple 3-connected
let P be a panel of Il. Then the vertex of r(n)
corresponding
if and only if P is not a face of’ G.

planar graph G and
to P is a cut-vertex

Proof. Let up be the vertex of r(n)
corresponding
to P. By the last lemma, if P is
not a face of G, then up is a cut-vertex of r(n).
Now, suppose that P is a face of G.
We show next that
(t) G - V(P) is connected.
Let G’ be a planar embedding

of G in which P is the infinite face. If P has just one

vertex in its interior, then (t) certainly holds. Thus, we may assume that P has at least
two vertices in its interior. Take two such vertices u and v. Since G is 3-connected,
u and v are joined by at least three internally disjoint paths in G’. But G’ is a plane
graph, so at most two of these paths meet V(P). Hence, G’ - V(P) has a path joining
u and v and (t) holds.
By Lemma 2.2, for every vertex v in the interior of P, the subgraph of r(n)
induced
by those panels that contain v is connected. Since two adjacent vertices in the interior
of P lie on a common panel, it follows by (t) that r(U) - VP is connected.
0
The graph G in Fig. 3(a) shows the necessity
in the last result.

The panelling

the cycle bounding

the infinite

n(G)

consists

of the assumption

of 3-connectedness

of the six 3-cycles,

face, 7. In the panel graph r(n),

1,2,.

the vertex

. ,6, and
7 is a

cut-vertex.
We now examine more closely the panels which contain a given vertex of a panelled
planar graph in order to characterize those panellings in which all panels are faces.
We begin with a straightforward consequence of (P3), the proof of which is omitted.
Lemma 3.5. Let
Then there is an
one of the panels
(i) the induced
only borders

IT be a panelling of a planar graph G and let v be a vertex of G.
ordering, el,P,,ez,Pz,.
. ., P,_l,e,,
of the edges and all but possibly
containing v so that {ei,e,+I } C P. for all i. Moreover, either
ordering el, e2,. . . , e, is unique to within reversal, el and e, are the
meeting v, and PI ,P2,. . . ,P,_l are the only panels containing v, or

J. Oxley,
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(ii) the induced ordering el , e2, . . , e,, is unique to within reversal and cyclic rearrunyement, there are no horders containing C, there is exactly one more panel P,,
contuining
Corollary
di.#n
Proof.

3.6.

r. and {el, e,,} & P,.
The set

t collection

qf borders

in every panelling

“f‘ a planar qruph is u r’erttJ.y-

of c:,lcles.

In the subgraph

induced

by the set of borders,

every vertex has degree 2.

El

At each vertex II of every planar embedding of a planar graph G, the embedding
induces a cyclic order on the edges meeting U. The interplay between this order and
the panel-induced

ordering

at z’ is central to the investigation

of non-face

panels. When

the planar graph G is simple and 3-connected, the cyclic order that is induced by the
embedding on the edges meeting ~1does not depend on the particular embedding. Two
edges in an arbitrary plane graph G are contiguous in G if. in the cyclic order induced
by some vertex of G, the edges are consecutive.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be u panelledplanar
graph and P be a punel contuininy (I wrtcs
Then, ,j?w ecery @mar embedding G’ oj’ G, exuctly one of the .follolviny Mu’s:
(i) the t\i‘o edges ?f P that meet u are contiguous in G’, or
(ii > there are tlc*o borders meeting c. these are not in P. und they we not 017
sum’
side of P.
Proof. Let x and y be the two edges
contiguous in G’. Then, by Corollary
at c has either its first two members
Lemma 3.5, the panel-induced
ordering

I’.

thr

of P that meet L’ and assume they are not
2.4, no panel-induced
ordering of the edges
or its last two members in {x, +y}. Thus. by
of the edges at L’is unique up to reversal. We

may assume this ordering is el, e2,. . . , ek,x, y, ek+3.. . . , e,,, where 1 <k <n - 3. Then el
and e, are borders and, by Corollary 2.4 again, el, e2.. , ek are on the same side of
P, and ex.+). . . , e,, are on the same side of P. Since x and v are not contiguous in G’.
it follows that el and e,, are not on the same side of P.

0

The next result, one of the two main theorems of the paper, characterizes
of simple 3-connected planar graphs in which all panels are faces.
Theorem 3.8.

The ,following

statements

ure equiwlent

3-connected planar graph G.
(i) All the members of 17 are fuces of G.
(ii) The panel yruph r(n)
is 2-connected.
(iii) ll is obtained from the Steinitz panelling
di.goin t .fixrs.
(iv) All the cycles of horders are j&es.

,for u panelliny

of’ G by removing

panellings

Il of II simple

some set of certex-

J. Oxiey, D. Row/ Discrete Applied Mathematics 81 (1998)
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consequence

of Theorem

it is clear that (i) and (iii) are equivalent.

show that (i) and (iv) are equivalent.

and g contains

to

Thus, assume that (i) fails but (iv) holds, let P

be a panel of Il that is not a face of G, and G’ be a planar embedding
there is a (P, G’)-interior

3.4

It remains

edge e and a (P, G/)-exterior

of G. Then

edge y such that each of e

a vertex of P.

Suppose first that such edges e and g can be chosen so that both meet the same
vertex, say v, of P. Then, by Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.6, 17 has a cycle of borders
meeting v, and this cycle is not a face since it contains some (P, G/)-interior edge and
some (P, G/)-exterior edge.
We may now suppose that e and g must meet P in distinct vertices, v, and pg.
Moreover, we may choose e and g so that zj, and vg are consecutive vertices of P,
these vertices being joined by the edge f, say. If e and g can be chosen so that e
and f belong to a common panel, say PI, and f and g belong to a common panel,
P2, then f is in the panels, 9, P2, and P. Hence, PI = P2. But Pl does not meet
P in a path, a contradiction.
Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that
f does not belong to a common panel with any (P, G/)-interior
edge meeting z’,.
Since there are no (P, G’)-exterior edges meeting v,, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
f is a border. Hence, there is a second border, h, meeting v,, and, by Lemma 3.5,
it must be (P, G/)-interior.
Moreover, there must be a second border, k, meeting c’~.
By Lemma 3.5 again, k is not in P. Thus, the cycle of borders containing k, f, and h
uses both a (P, G’)-exterior edge and a (P, G/)-interior
edge and, so, is not a face;
that is, I7 has a cycle of borders that is not a face. We conclude that (iv)
implies (i).
Finally, suppose that (iv) fails but (i) holds letting C be a cycle of borders in II
that is not a face. Then, arguing as above, in the planar embedding G’ of G, there is
a (C, G’)-interior edge and a (C, G’)-exterior edge where both contain a vertex of C.
If C has a vertex v that meets both a (C, G/)-interior edge and a (C, G’)-exterior edge,
then, by Lemma 3.5 applied to v, there is a panel P of I7 that meets v and contains
both a (C, G/)-interior edge and a (C, G’)-exterior edge. This panel P is clearly not a
face of G’. Hence, we may assume that, for every vertex v of C, either all non-C-edges
meeting v are (C, G/)-interior,
or all such edges are (C, G/)-exterior. Thus, C has an
edge S with endpoints x and y such that all non-C-edges meeting x are (C, G/)-exterior,
and all non-C-edges
meeting y are (C, G/)-interior. By Lemma 3.5, the unique panel
P containing
f contains some non-C-edge, e, meeting x, and some non-C-edge, g,
meeting y. Thus, P contains both a (C, G/)-interior edge and a (C, G’)-exterior edge,
0
so P is not a face. Thus, (i) implies (iv) and so (i) and (iv) are equivalent.
A panelling II of a planar graph G is maximal if there is no cycle C not in I7 such
that ZZU {C} is a panelling of G. The second main result of the paper, Theorem 3.10,
characterizes maximal panellings of simple 3-connected planar graphs. Its proof will
use the following lemma.

Lemma 3.9. Let G be u simple
tainimg LI non-$xe

punel.

linear order on the members
u common
Proof.

3-connected

plune

graph that has u panellinq

Then G bus u bond C* rclith the property
of’ C’ in \\Aich ever). t1t.o consecxltice

con-

thut there is no
ed~ge.sbelong to

punel.

Let P be a non-face

panel whose interior

contains

no panels other than faces.

Let W be the set of vertices of P that belong to an edge in the exterior of P. Since G
is 3-connected, / W / 23. Moreover, each c in W belongs to a face of G(p,,) that is not
a panel, otherwise (P3) fails at c. If all members of W belong to the same non-panel
face of G(p,,). it is not difficult to find a 2-element subset W’ of W for which G ~ W’
is disconnected, contradicting the 3-connectedness
of G. We deduce that there are at
least two non-panel faces of Gtp,,, that contain vertices of P.
Let B be the set of edges that join a vertex of P to a vertex of G,p,,, not on P.
Then, for each non-panel face F of Gtp.1) that contains a vertex of P, it is clear that
lB n Fl32. Moreover, each edge b of B n F is a border. Thus, B contains at least four
borders.
The components of G(P,I) - V(P) induce a partition
edges of B belonging to the same class if and only if
of G(P./) - V(P). Evidently, each B; is a bond of G.
borders, we may assume n 3 2 otherwise B is a bond

{Bl. Bl,. . . , B,,} of B with two
they meet the same component
Since B contains at least four
that cannot be linearly ordered

so that every two consecutive edges share a panel.
Now consider the cyclic order on B induced by proceeding clockwise just inside P.
We note that
(*) y’ I is u muxirnul interval in the c),clic order on B JOr rrxhich ull ed<qes meet
the sume component of G (p.1, - V(P), then the $rst und lust edges of’ I ure horders.
To see this, suppose, without loss of generality, that the last edge e of I is a hinge.
Then there is face F, of G(P,,J containing

e and the successor

,f’ of e. Since F, is

a panel and G is 3-connected, Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a path interior to P
joining the ends of e and J’ that are not on P. This path implies that ,f’ meets the
same component of G(p,,) - V(P) as e; a contradiction.
Either (i) for all i, the edges of B, form an interval 1; in the cyclic order on B; or
(ii) for some ,j, the edges of B,, do not form an interval.

In case (ii), it follows by (*)

that B, contains at least four borders and hence B., is a bond without
order. In case (i), there is a single face Fo of G(,J.,) that contains
edges of each I,. To see this, contract all the edges of Gtp.1) - V(P)
each component of G(P.1) - V(P) to a single vertex. Now, by (PZ),
But G(P,,J has another non-panel face. Thus, some BI, contains at
and therefore does not have the desired linear order.
0
The converse of the last result
the Steinitz panelling of a simple
list of panels, two faces, F, and
non-face panel, but has a bond

does not hold. For example, let
3-connected planar graph G by
Fl, that do not share a vertex.
C” that meets both F, and Fz

the desired linear
the first and last
thereby shrinking
Fo is not a panel.
least four borders

n be obtained from
removing, from the
Then n(G) has no
and hence contains

118
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in which every two consecutive

edges share a panel.
Theorem 3.10.
3-connected

The following

statements

are equivalent

for

a panelling

Ii’ of a

simple planar graph G:

(i) Il is the Steinitz

panelling

of G.

(ii) Il is maximal and its punel graph is 2-connected.
(iii) Every edge of G is a hinge.
(iv) Il is maximal and all its members are faces.
(v> The panelling is maximal and the edges of every bond of G can be ordered so
that every two consecutive edges share a common panel.
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iv) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8.
Moreover, it is clear that (i) and (iv) are equivalent. Next, we note that (i) certainly
implies (iii). Furthermore, if (iii) holds, then IZ is maximal and, by Theorem 3.8, since
there are no borders, every panel is a face; that is, (iii) implies (iv). We conclude that
(i)-(iv)
are equivalent.
Now, suppose that (v) holds. Then, by Lemma 3.9, every panel of I7 is a face.
Hence, (iv) holds; that is, (v) implies (iv).
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that (i) implies (v). Thus, assume that
(i) holds. Then a geometric dual G* of G is isomorphic to the panel graph r(n).
Moreover, every bond in G corresponds to a cycle in G*. By the definition of the
panel graph, the edges of every cycle of r(n)
can be ordered so that every two
consecutive edges share a common panel. We conclude that the edges of every bond
of G can be so ordered, i.e., (v) holds, so (i) implies (v) and the theorem is proved.
Cl

4. Panellings

of arbitrary planar graphs

In this section, we examine planar graphs which need not be 3-connected or simple, determining those that possess panellings, and specifying how to construct such
panellings. We also indicate how every panelling of a 2-connected plane graph can be
decomposed into panellings of such graphs in which every panel bounds a face.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of (P3).
Lemma 4.1. No panelled planar graph has a cut-vertex.
Similarly, every loop of a panelled
lowing straightforward result.

planar

graph is isolated,

and we have the fol-

Lemma 4.2. Let G be a planar graph. Then G has a panelling tf and only tf each of
its connected components is a 2-connected graph with a panelling, a parallel class of
two or three edges, or a single loop. Moreover, every panelling of G is the disjoint
union of panellings of each of its connected components.
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In the next lemma we deal with degree-two
as (P3) holds automatically

at a degree-two

Lemma 4.3. Let G, be obtained jkom
oj’ t1t.o &es.

Repeated

of’ G with panellings

application
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The proof is straightforward

vertex.

u graph G by replacing

Then the natural bijection from

G, puirs panellings

vertices.
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an edge e bj* a puth

the cycle set sf’ G to the cycle set of’

sf G,.

of this lemma leads to the following

result.

Theorem 4.4. Let G be a planar graph that is a subdivision oj’a graph G’ lvhich has
no vertices qf’degree two. Then G bus a punelling lf and only if’ G’ has u punelliny.
Next, we consider graphs that are 2-connected but not 3-connected. It is well known
that every such graph can be decomposed as a 2-sum where each part of the 2-sum
has at least three edges.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be
that G is the 2-sum ?f
then there is a unique
one oj’ GI und G2 has

{QE~:

a planar gruph having no vertices oj’degree tico and suppose
GI and GZ across the basepoint e. If’ G has a panelling ll(G),
punel P containing edges of both G1 and Gz, and ut most
an edge purallel to e. Moreover, jbr euch i in (1.21, the set
1s
Q~E(Gi)}U{(PnE(Gi))U{e}}
‘. a Pwelling of’ Gi in which e is u border.

Conversely, suppose each G, has a panelling II
in which e is u border, und ut
most one of’ GI und G2 has an edge pu~ullel to e. If’Pi is the panel of’ll(G,) that conzs (I cycle P oj’G, and (II({Pl})U(H(G2)tains e, then (PI -{e}) U (P2 -(e})
1s
u
unelling
of
G.
In
this panellimg, P is the unique panel contuininy
{P2I-)UfP)
P
edges of both GI and Gz.
Proof.

Let u and II be the vertices of e. Assume first that G has a panelling

order for (P3) to hold at u, there must be at least one panel P containing

U(G).

In

edges of both

G1 and G2. Each such panel must also contain o. If R is another such panel, then, by
(P2), we may assume, without loss of generality, that P n E(Gl \e) = R n E( Gi \e). In
order for (P3) to be satisfied at the vertices of V(P il E(G1 \e))-{u,
v}, each such vertex
must have degree two. Since G has no such vertices, P n E(G, \e) consists of a single
edge. Then, as \E(GI)(>,3,
the ordering on panels at ci imposed by (P3) implies the
existence of a third panel R’ meeting both E(G1) and E(G2). But R’ cannot meet both
P and R in paths, a contradiction.
Hence, P is the only pane1 containing edges of
both GI and Gz, and it is straightforward to check that {Q E Il: Q C E(G;)} U {(P n
E(G,))U {e}} is a panelling of Gi for each i.
Suppose that, for each i in { 1,2}, the graph G, has an edge e, parallel to e. Assume that \PI >2. Then we may assume that el $ PI. As el is in a panel RI, this
pane1 must meet P in a path. As above, it follows that E(P) n E(R,) consists of a
single edge joining u and u. Moreover, this edge is contained in E(Gl ). Now take
a panel containing
e2. Since this panel must meet RI in a path, it must equal P.
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Thus, IPI =2,
unique

a contradiction.

panel meeting
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Hence, we may assume that P = {el,ez}.

both E(Gr ) and E(Gz),

neither

Since P is the

el nor e2 is a border.

Hence,

there are panels Qr and Q2 containing el and e2, respectively, such that Qi C E(Gi).
But Q, and Q2 cannot meet in a path, a contradiction to (P2). We conclude that at
most one of Gt and G2 has an edge parallel

to e.

Now, assume that, for each i in { 1,2}, the graph Gi has a panelling
Pi is the unique panel containing

e. Assume

ZZ(Gi) in which

also that at most one of Gr and G2 has an

edge parallel to e. Let Il=(II(Gt)
- {Pl})U(II(G2)
- {P2})U{P}.
Then each edge
of G belongs to one or two cycles of IT. Hence, Zi’ satisfies (Pl).
Next, we check that Il satisfies (P2). First note that, since, for each i, every cycle
in IT(G;) - {fi} meets Pi in a path not including e, it follows that every cycle of IZ
meets P in a path. It now suffices to show that every cycle in Z7(Gl) - {PI} meets
every cycle in I7(G2) - {Pz} in at most one vertex. If this assertion fails, then, for
each i, some cycle 4’ of IZ(G;) - {fl} contains both u and u. In that case, Pi must
meet P: in a path. Thus, E(P;) n E(Pi) is an edge of Gi joining u and v, but different
from e. Hence, both Gt and G2 have edges parallel to e. This contradiction completes
the proof that I7 satisfies (P2).
Now Zl satisfies (P3) at each vertex of G other than, possibly, u or v. Consider u.
The II(Gt )-induced order on the edges of Gt that contain this vertex is unique to
within reversal. We list these edges in this order, with e last. We follow this by the
ZI(G2)-induced
listing of the edges of G2 that contain u, beginning with e. Deleting e
from this composite list gives a linear order satisfying (P3). Hence, Ii’ is a panelling
of G. Since Pi is the only panel of n(Gi) containing e, we deduce that P is the only
panel of II meeting

Lemmas

both E(Gt ) and E(G2).

4.2, 4.3, and 4.5 enable

0

us to construct

each panelling

of a planar graph

from panellings of simple 3-connected planar graphs. Using them, it is straightforward
to verify of that the panel graph r of a panelling of a planar graph G has the following
properties:

(i) I- is the union of the panel graphs of the associated

panellings

of the

connected components of G, (ii) when G has at least three vertices, r is connected if
and only if G is 2-connected, and (iii) if G is 3-connected, then r is simple.
Next, we derive each panelling of a planar graph from a panelling of an associated
simple graph.

Proposition 4.6. Let G’ be a plunar gruph without degree-2 vertices. Let G be a
simple graph associated with G’. Then G’ has a panelling if and only if either (i) G’
consists of a parallel class of three edges, or (ii) each purallel class of G’ contains
at most two edges, and G has a panelling in which some member of every non-trivial
parallel class of G’ is u border.
In the first case, each panelling of G’ consists of a set of at least two of the three
2-cycles in G’. In the second case, each panelling of G’ is obtained from a panelling
Il qf G by adding all 2-cycles of G’ to the set of panels of Il.

Proof.

If (i) holds, then G’ clearly

Lemma 4.5 for each non-trivial

has a panelling.

parallel

Now suppose that G’ has a panelling.
cluding
obtained

a parallel

Assume

class of size n for some n 23.

by replacing

this parallel

If (ii) holds, then, by applying

class, we obtain a panelling

of G’.

that G’ has at least four edges inThen

G’ is a 2-sum

of the graph

class by a single edge and the graph consisting

a parallel class of n + 1 edges. But a graph consisting

of

of a parallel class of more than

three edges has no panelling. Thus, by Lemma 4.5, G’ has no panelling. Hence, either
(i) holds, or every parallel class of G’ has at most two elements. In the latter case,
by applying Lemma 4.5 again for each non-trivial parallel class, we deduce that (ii)
holds.
The last assertion of the proposition follows from (P2) and the fact that G’ has no
degree-2

vertices.

cl

We now describe how to decompose every panelling of a 2-connected plane graph
into panellings of such graphs in which every panel is a face. The proof follows from
Lemma 2.6 by a straightforward induction argument and is omitted.
Proposition

4.7. Let

Ii’(G)

be u putlelliny

of u 2-connected

plune

yruph

G. Let

{PI, Pz, , Pk_ I } be the set of punels of‘ II(G) thut do not bound jbces of’ G. Then
there is u collection n( GI ). Il( Gl),
. , n( Gk- 1) of’ punellings qf’ 2-connected plmr
szdqruphs
GI, Gl..
, Gk of G in lrlhich every punel is (I jirce; und there is u k-wrtcs
tree T nhose vertices are lubelled bll Cl. Gl, . . Ga und nhose ed6qe.suw labelled 1~1%
P, , P2, . . PA_ , Slid2 tkt
(i)

(f’ thr

rd(~e

P, of’ T joins

the certices

n(G;, ) f’ fl(G,,) = {e}, and
(ii) (f’ the Certict1.s G.i, und G,, ure non-u&cent
l7( G,: ) me disjoint.
Morrorer,
G = G,

In Lemma

u Gz u

G,, and G,,.

then

G,, n G,, = P, md

in T, then the punellinys

n(G,, ) uml

u Gk

2.6 and the last proposition,

a panelling

with a non-face

panel P was

broken apart into panellings of subgraphs having P as a face panel. We conclude this
paper by proving a converse of Lemma 2.6 that describes when two panellings can be
stuck together across a panel that is a face in both.
Proposition 4.8. Let GI and G2 be plane graphs ,tlhose intersection is u cycle P thut
bounds u jtice in each of GI and GI. Let Il(G1) and II
be panellirqs of’ GI and
G2 such that
(i) no edge of’ P is a hinge in both Il( G1) und ll(G2); und
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(ii) if every edge of P is a hinge in II
panels

in [ll(Gl)U17(G2)]

- {P}

or I7(G2), then there me at least three
that share edges with P.

Let G = G1 u G2 and II(G) = II

U II(

Proof.

Moreover,

Clearly,

II(G)

satisfies

(PI).
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Then n(G)

is a panelling

to check that n(G)

of G.

satisfies (P2), it

suffices to show that PI and P2 meet in a path where Pi is a panel of n(Gi)
from P. The intersection

of PI and P2 is a subgraph

of P. Moreover,

different

by (i), this

subgraph has no edges. Since each of P fl PI and P n P2 is a path, it follows that PI n P2
has at most two vertices. Thus, PI n P2 is a path unless this intersection contains exactly
two vertices. In the exceptional case, the sets E(P) n E(P, ) and E(P) n E(P2) partition
E(P). It follows that (ii) fails and we conclude that U(G) satisfies (P2). Finally, we
check that U(G) satisfies (P3). The required linear order on edges certainly exists at
every vertex of G except possibly at those vertices of P that meet a hinge of both
n(Gi)
and U(G2). Let v be such a vertex and let ei and e2 be the edges of P that
are incident with v. We may assume that ei is a border of n(G;) for each i. Then,
by Lemma 3.5, the edges of G1 meeting v can be ordered al,a2,. . . , a, such that
consecutive edges belong to a common panel in n(Gi ) and a,,, = el . Then e2 = a,,_ 1
since P is the unique panel of n( Gi ) containing el . Similarly, the edges of G2 meeting
b, such that consecutive edges belong to a common panel
v can be ordered bl,bz,...,
in ZI(G2) and e2 = bl. Then b2 = el. Moreover, al, a2,. . . , a,,_z,e2,el, bj,. . . ,b,, is an
ordering of the edges of G meeting v such that every two consecutive edges belong
to a common panel in n(G). We conclude that U(G) is indeed a panelling of G. 0
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